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Former RivalsJo--.,.-.
By FarahGehy
Thetwohavealreadyworked
,. Charles Weisenhart and ,toget~, on the USS. ,They
Simon Herelle, opponents iII worked, along with ether dellast years Day. Session Stu- egatesto the USS, to curtail
dent presidential race, have the elections ofthe USS Chair.
forged an alliance, and they The election, which was to be
are now working' together to held October 11, was re-schedreform the UniversityStudent uled for November 8. ,
Senate.
,.
HerellerWeisenhart .and
· Herelle, the DSSG presi- - other delegates worked topostdent as well .as Baruch's del- pone the election because they
egate to the USS, said that, feel the USS should be reWeisenhartwashis first choice . formed.
to be the alternate delegate.
"We should be able to imple"If we had to get anything ment reforms before the elecdone in government this year, tions," said Herelle.
the elections had to end," said
The delegates are looking to
Herelle, regarding the fiercely implementspecific guidelines,
contested race for D.S.S.G. which have not yet been set, to
president last year.
avoid the scandal that surHerelle sai d he chose 'rounded last year's chairman,
Weisenhart because, "Charlie Jean LaMarre. In 1991
was involved last year in tryLaMarre was discovered to
ing to work out the USS consti- have used moneys collectedfor
tution. He had the back- -the USS from the students of
ground."
CUNY for personal use such
Herelle had not considered as rentinglimousines, a trip to
anyone. else for alternate del- Africa for three and many
egate because, "1 want to get other questionable expenses.
the best people in positions - His eipenditures were later
Charlie isone of them,"
found to be within the guide. The position of DSSG Trea- 1in~of.CUNY..

knowledge him.
Quaterman said he is the ,"1 egal interim chair. If they don't
recognize me {at the Board
meetings], they're in violation
of the Higher Education Law,
Section 6204."
The law states' that there
must be consecutive student
representation at Board meetings. Thejob of Chair is to vote .
and participate at Board meetings. The Chair is the only
student vote in CUNY
The majority of the delegates
wantreforrns"inordertoavoid
the scandals of the previous
years," said Quatennan. "We're
trying to change the image of
the USS before the elections.
We want a clean slate."
One of the revisions the USS
is looking to implement is a
restriction offinancial accountability-. This means that in
orderfor a check to be approved
it will need two signatures those of the Chair and Vice
Chair of Fiscal Affairs, 'said .
Weisenhart..
Q1Jaterman plans to run for .
the position of Chair ~n the 'CharlesWtesenhalt
. ~was~fre,r.etiti9,~~i.seJ1hart _, --'~Il_,·~J$,t~~rti:J~~ae':.·~ ~~I~~~~t~!-~~Kil!~t,~-~-~~·~·,,~;.'·'>~·F"· _ ·:~~:" .~:~~~._:J_~<"'~_~~ .••~.~_~~~• .-.' ', •. - " . , - ' 4 > _ " , ' , •...
earlier in the semester~ egate from JOlin Jay College· the Hunter COllege delep.te FisCal Affairs, tbeposition-beld . tbemorm period ends
NoWiesenhart refused the posi- and Vice Chair ofLegislative "and.LaMaITeTs unrecognized' . by last year's ~>PreSident,'"veniber'll," added HeJ'ene.
,,~~~_~iting 8!l al:~ad>-: b~~>:__. _~~~_~fth~ US~~.~_vo~~_._ ...~p~oi~~, fo: gtai! upon his__ LaVonda J?avi~. cH:~rene h~s , ~or~ting~ theelections, __ .~ __ ~,_~_ .. _
,schedule.-:The...pOSltionof..t rea- .by.his p,eer~.to . replace ... reSlgnat:io~.l~tabo~e~ete.clto, notyetde_Clde·difhe,lntends.to· We..1~h~,~d~Q.:ret}j8!'l,·: . ,. .
surer was vacated by the LaMarre, as the interim chair. ' run.
run.
.
likely [QuatermanJ, Will be
electedtreasurer, KarleneScot- Although he was legally voted
Weisenhart plans to run for
"1 would want to see how elected on the eighth. He's
land, who cited personal reasons. in, the Board has yet to ac- the position of Vice Chair for many reforms were met before seen as a responsible person."

ancrSimon.......

on

Multicultural Debate Is Revived At Forum
Goldstein they! compared his Chair of the Department of
days at City College to today Black Studies at City College.
saying that when he attended He added that the resulting
City College it was a predorni- friction between Jewish and
nantly white male institution, black students over Jeffries
thus everyone had the same lead to the creation of a forum
background and that manag- that allowed the students to
ing.the institutionwas no prob- air their grievances.
1em. The president then began
Sue-PengChuaofA.S.A said
discussing the, new Learni ng that she pictured America as a
laboratory( story on page_). big melting pot, but discovered .
When he completed his re- it to really be a vegetable soup.
markseachstudentleaderwas. Chuaaddedthattheforumwas
givenanopportunityto present . taking place because it would
an opening statement.
help people to understand and
Hillel Caplan of the J .S.A. not just tolerate each other.
began: "I will keep my remarks
The rest of the forum was
briefbecause I believe thatyou devoted to a group discussion
can learn more from interac- by the audience focusing on
tion." He described how he different aspects ofracism and
attended an all Jewish high how to combat racism. .The
school in Long Island and that general concensus of the audihe came to Baruch not only ence was thateducation in genbecause of its good: business~culturaledueaKenly John, Hillele Caplan, Martha Par8des and Sue -Peng Chua
program but because it would tion in particular would be the
By Rafael A. Martinez
.American Students Organiza- nization tobring together all of . give him a chance to interact firststepinresolvingtheprob·lem of racism by helping ev-, '
A forum on Cultural Diver- tion, theASianStudentsAsso- Barueh'e African American ,"thdift'erent cultures.
, KenIyJohn of BASS, said eryone understand one ansity and Ethnicity took place _dation and BASS.
. clubs.
on October 22 to discuss how
A£cording 'to eo-moderator
Baruch President Mathew how happy he was to .see that other.
.-&ruch has helped get us·
far along Barueh College is Dawn Steele~ 'of the Evening Goldstein was the first speaker ,things are happening at
eoneerning out of the ghetto and iJ'l~ the
, moving in diversifying its eur- SesSion Students Assembly, or the evening., He began by Baruch
~. In the Hispanic , '
ricu1um.
the forumWas'created to see commenting, on the ))NSiden- multiculturaledueation. ','
John described the history of . communib', you have POvertY
The forum, wm4:h- wasspon- how far Baruch is' Jboving to- tia1 eleetion and said, "unless
themultic:ul~forum asbeand- unde~~--~ntf;-·'.
sored by the Barueh African warda ."diversified cmTicu- tbereisa~,cbrmpin1.be
can
Student Senate, featured stuSteele leadoft"themeet- govemmen~8po1ic:iestowards ingbrought aboUt in response .Bareeh shows us
dentspeakerstromtbeJewish . ing with 'the history and ,de- cities, we, are' doomed as a to a ~at Baruch by Pro- ,make it .~ said Pai-edes~ .~/.~
ressorLeonard Jeftiies,then,
Students Alliance,' Latin . seriptionofBASSas an c:n'P- people.-
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.IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN!
Photos courtesy
of
Zelphia Phillips.

. LTRADE SOCIETY
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ne.. Juafiitao.H()ward,SingiDg
"Au.tumnTime"with the Jazz
Premiere Concert Perfomanc

TUES., NOVEMBER 3
26TH ST. RM 814
1:00 - 2:40 PM

Master of CeremoniesWynton Marsalis
playing "Sweet Embraceable ~ou." .

The MiltHinton J azzPerspective was held on
October 15, due to a generous gift. to the Baruch
-'. College Fund from Aaron Silberman of the class
,,~"of'46~
. .

THURS., NOVEMBER 5
23RD ST. -AUDITORIUM
__
1:00 - 2:40 PM
.. -. -.

-.- .•.. -.- ..

.

_..

_-

..... - -

~-tJtt]rer~m6Btet'S_-Hl~I:l4~-...Derek Smith and....

}'o Jay ·fi;Amlco· on'-piano~-sel<i6ri ~P6we1t orrsax;':
J

BuckyPi~arem(right), on guitar, accompanying Milt "Judge"
Hinton (left)on bass played to a packed house.

SAT., NOVEMBER 7
26TH ST. RM. 814
2:00 - 5 :00 PM

'.

'RETAIL TRADE SOCIETY
46 E. 26TH STREET
RM 814 (212) 447-3260

Mike Walters on flute and Michael Grey on
trombone.

Learning Lab for Baruch?
By Rafael A. Martinez
Baruch College President
MatthewGoldstein announced
a proposal to create a learning
laboratory in which Baruch
students will assist people in
small businesses, while
receiving hands on experience
and getting involved in the
community.
Accordi ng to Teresa
Karamanos, directorofCollege
advancement, the proposal has
been submitted as part of the
University budget request for
1993 - 1994.
Goldstein announced the
idea of the laboratory while
speaking at a Baruch African
Student Senate sponsored
multicultural forum on the'
evening of October 22. The
ideafor the labdeveloped after

Reynolds brought the request help them wi th student talent,
increase business
back to the presidents of the "If we
CUNY colleges and the idea of . success they will employ
small business learning people," added Goldstein.
Other CUNY campuses will
laboratory was formed.
Goldstein said that many be involved in the lab, but
small businesses fail because Baruch willbe the core, and
the people starting them do people in the community will
not have the capital or may not have access to Baruch students
have gone to Baruch, so they free ofcharge. The exact details
don't
know
business - of the program -have not yet
fundamentals such as writing been worked' out pending the
business plans. So why not. state's approval.

can

Editorials:
Letters/ Op-eds:
Features: .
Arts:

Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds
of the City University of New
York had a meeting with
Governor Mario Cuomo inearly
1992.
." Reynolds was asked by
Cuomo to "come-rorward with
a plan to create jobs for people
having trouble getting
mainstream employment."

Next Issue: October 13
Ad Deadline: October 7
President Matthew, Goldstein
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Attention Clubs, Funds Available!
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Discount Parking available for Baruch
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The Jewish Students Alliance

( ,)

0

Discounted Parking Rates are available at Valid Parking Garage
for the Baruch Community at 301 E. 22 Street, between 1st and
2nd Avenues. Discounted daily rates are $7.00 or $140.00 per
month, payable upon entering.
For further information, calI529~8145.

"The Black West"

presents

The Department of SOciology and Anthropology presents ''The
Black West," a dramatization and slide presentation featuring
George Tooks, Fred Owens, Ken Little Hawk and Kim Tooks. It
will be held on Oct. 29 in Room 114 .of the 24th street building
from 1:00 - 2:30 p.m. Refreshments will be served.

Kosher Chinese Cooking Class
,

demonstrated by

Rabbi Robert Kaplan

-

._.,. ..

.~ ~

Choosing a Major an
Come to a workshop in Exp
. During the fall
semester, there will be four 2-seasonworkshops in the Globus
Lounge at 360 PAS, Rm 1704. During these workshops, you will
-view a videotape, complete selfassessment exercises, and take a
vocational interest inventory. These are designed to help you get
clear idea about what major or career would be best for you.
The dates and times for the workshops are:
Club Hours (1:00-2:30 p.m.) Oct. 29, Nov. 12 & 19, Dec. 3 &
10.

~ "~

g:.

f

The Baruch College Alumni Association periodically allocates
, ,fun:ds-tofuI!the~-the--accomplishmentor-Studenlorganizations and .' (/)
•
also to enhance 1~e image of Baruch College, our Alma Mater.
~
An organization considering a project relating to an academic '0
subject" that would meet the above" stated criteria and would'go
'"'
benefit from limited funding, should request an Application for . .....
1\)'
Funding from the Baruch College AIumni Association Office (Room. ~
907, 135 E. 22 ST.)
~
In order to be eligible for funding consideration, the following I\)
application deadlines have been established:
1. Nov. 9,1992 for programs scheduled to take place
prior to the end of February; 1993.
2. Feb. 1, 1993for programs scheduled to take place the
balance of the spring semester.
-

.

Scholarships

,

','.

.

.,
,,'

erScholarship Trust Fund is accepting applications
"rlH~.. The scholarships are for full tuition and are renewable
while the studentis anundergraduateattending CUNY.
Applicants must have over 16 credits and a GPA of3.75 or over.
Candidates must submit four letters of recommendation attesting
to their academic performance and service to the college and/or
community.
Applications are available through the office of the Dean' of
Students. Deadline is Dec. 7, 1992.

Essay Contest

The Socialist magazine, Monthly Review is having an essay
contest for people under 25. Topic: "Progressive Social Change in
Media Panel
the 19905."
The placement Office of the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Entries should be 2,000 words or less, written in English and
will offer a panel discussion on Thursday, Nov. 5, 1992 from 1:15 typed double spaced. The prizes are: first prize $500, second prize
- 2:30 p.m, inRm 1604,17 Lex. Ave.on "Careers in Graphics/ $300 and third prize $100.
Media/Communications & Publishing Industry."
Submit to Essay Department, Monthly Review, 122W.27th -.
Speakers will include a graduate and faculty from the Business Street, New York, NY 10001. For more information call (212l691Communications program and an assignment editor for CNN.
2555. All participants will receive a free one year subscription to
For more information call, 387-1370.
Monthly Review. Deadline is March 1, 1993.

.. .

Thursday, October 29, 1992

Beiiissimo
Caffe

1 :00 p.m. - 2:40 p.m.

. Association
INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMITTEE,.

Cozy & 1?sJmantic Italian 'Bistro
:fresfi Pasta
&

HONG KONG AS A BUSINESS CENTER
AND A BRIDGE TO CHINA

Jiomemac£e 'Desserts

"Great food and astonishing prices"
- New York Observer

"Run, don't walk to Bellissimo"

Room 1323, 23 Street BUilding

New YorkWolTi'eri~s-B-ar

- Brent Garber

Tuesday, November 10,1992 6:45 - 8:30 p.m.
Conference Room 30G 30th Floor
Weil, Gotshal & Manges
767 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10153

"Awesome appetizers and pasta to die for" .
- Village Voice .

Come and see why the critics rave!

Panelists;
DAVID WONG, Vice President Citibank, N.A.

LW{CJ{ - $5.95 • '1JI9{9{t£tJ{.- $9.95

1OOk Discount with 'Valid Student 1.0.

LOUIS KRAAR, Board of Editors Fortune Magazine

I

Refreshments will be served

:Free 'Deuvery/Ta1(eout

274 'TFtirc£.9Lvenue
(oetwten 21st & 22naStruts)

GLORIA WONG (Alumus of Baruch MBA Program
. Industrial Investment. Officer
H9 ng Kong Industrial Promotion Office
Mod~rator; ~ulia

Chin, Weil, Gotshal & Manges

: 254,-3235
Open. 7 c£ays

FREE ADMISSION IALLWELCOME!-·:
- . - - - -- - - - . - - -- - - - - - . . - . . . . - . - -
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Bill Clinton For President

Established In 1932

EuroconquegisGenocwe

Rafael A. Martinez
Editor in chief

We usually don't do this.
~
Supporting a presidential candidate in this year's
Ci> national election was not something we originally planned
.g to do as the semester began. We didn't even endorse a
"0 candidate for president of Baruch's Day Session Student
o Government last year. Outside politics is something we
usually leave to our Op- Ed writers, who are usually more
than willing to let everyone know what they think. But
this page is usually reserved for issues that specifically
affect Baruch and its students.
So why endorse a presidential candidate?
Because too much is riding on who wins this election,
and it does affect Baruch. Each ofthe candidates has an
agenda regarding education, public and private, and that
agenda will affect current and future students of Baruch
College. But there is more than that.
This country is changing as fast as the world around us.
There are newchallenges ahead, and as students as well
as citizens, we need to be prepared to face that change
head on if we expect to succeed. All three presidential
candidates have been talking about change.
There's Ross Perot's kind of change. He's the one who
wants to slash the deficit as quickly as possible, no matter
who it hurts. He calls it "shared sacirifice," but let's get
real- what the hell doesa billionaire know about sacrifice?
Then there's George Bush. His slogan this year can be
reduced to "I've been in office for the last twelve years, and
believe me, ifyou want to see change, give me four more!"
President Bush is out of touch with the people. This has
become more and more evident as the campaign has
dragged on. Who can forget his sad whimpering in the
second debate, when the people told the candidates that
they did not want to hear this griping about each other,
but they did want to hear about what affects them. Bush
looked lost. His entire battle plan was shot to hell.
And there's Governor Bill Clinton. Say what you want
about Clinton, but one thing cannot be denied- of the
three candidates who are running for office, he is the only
one who has governed. In fact, the only issue anyone has
effectively raised against him is "trust."
It's a smokescreen.
Let's talk about character. What determines the
character of a man? Is it the way he conducts his private
life or his public office? Or is it both? Is it the man who
does not believe in a war and does everything he can to

Managing editor

Farah Gehy
News editor

Massimo S. Salerno
Op - ads edrtor

Sharice Conway
Features editor

Roberta Ransaw
Arts editor

Zelphia Phillips
Photo editor

Tony Harvey
Production manager

Maggie Veloso
Advertising manager

Warren Chan
Business manager
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Office manager

Roslyn Bernstein
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Staff
Shameek Supreme Allah
Hillel Caplan
Daphne Leroy
Danny Gesslein
Eric Grossman
Geneen McCauley
Wesley Smith
Chanize Thorpe

bi·weekly, seven times a
semester, by The
Tickereditorial staff at
137 E. 22nd Street, New
Vork,N.Y. 10010, Room
301 F. All work except
pri nting is done by
Sa ruch undergraduate
and graduate students.
All typed and signed
contributions and letters
arewelcomed, and should
be mailed to the above
address. Our office is
opened during regUlar
school hours. Anydisplay
advertising questions
should be directed to the
Advertising Manager,
Business Manager or
Managing Editor at
(212) 387-1182.
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Ghetto Children Are
Our Children Too

Save A Token, Ride the
Elevator

The Ticker is pUblished

•• r ••

The.Revolutionary Generation

To The Editor:
Tony Medin~ in "Imperialism's Gain is Humanity's Loss,"
(The Ticker, 10113192) describes why many, including me,
attended protests on the Columbus Day quincentenial. Although
the unspeakable brutality of Columbus and his men was less By Shameek Suprem~Allah
abhorrence propels them to
well-known until recently, surely it's no secret that his arrival
Lost in a world of suffering vandalize their neighborhood
was followed by centuries of barbaric conquest, by genocide of and confusion, the chfildren of as a way to release their rage.
both peopleand cultures, as well as by enslavement, plunder and the ghetto are living day to day
The youths' mental instability
genocide. While both educational and mass media belabor other, warring with society. Their can be seenin their arts. One can
more convenient concerns, in such venues as the recycled hopes for a prosperous future sense their confusion about life
resemblances of TV serials, these, except briefly now, have been are shattered by the in.creasing from the graffiti on building
glossed over persistently.
hardship ofinner-city Iife, They walls an .'
s. Their
The myth of Euroconquest as a "civilizing" force was neatly see the older generation as a--.:..Jij~~~.
rly Rap,
punctured by Mahatma Ghandi when, asked his opinion of selfish one that brought
ae, convey
western civilization, he offhandedly replied: "It would be a good into this .we
t ation at society.
idea." The most crucial issue is how the brutality of Columbus ne
,.
s
heir fashions typically
and his successors still defines the overt and discreet reali
. . .. •
ent indicate their rebelliousness;
contemporary imperialism. While we do hear much
in ecreationofa baseball caps are worn
China's hideous policy of forcing women to have abortions,
0 s generation, where
backward or sideways instead
factsaboutmassinvoluntaryandquasi-"voluntary"steriliza
youths see elders as obstacles of forward, pants sag down
of women in Latin America are sparingly' ladled out, as is in their quest for a de cent life.
(sometimes revealing their
reportage of the CIA practicing torture techniques on innocent
More than ever before, the underwear) instead of a snug
residents of Brazilian favelas. Similarly, meaningful ghetto children arerel uctant to fit, belts are usually worn
confrontation with how contemporary depredations are overtly listen to any figure ofauthority, unbuckled,andbandannasand
or covertlyjustified in the name ofChristianity is surely lacking. be it the police, teachers, or hoods are often worn to mask
As the era of Caucasian world domination ends (none too soon) parents. They tend to associate their identi ty.
some ofthe right wing genocide elite seek merely to shifttoaless authority with the society that
Our society regards ghetto
Eurocentric footing, rather than to transcend the status quo. is oppressing them. So they children as hopeless ofreform.
They limit activist efforts to such concerns as reforming form their own communities It treats them as if they are
educational ethnocentrism, while broader efforts are where they make their own criminalsbynature. Therefore,
unfortunately cast as "Luddite" or "anti-progress." Pushing rules and express themselves instead of providing jobs and
further, we must ask: 'what issues don't they want or permit to in any way they wis"h . Many recreation facilities to harness
be effectivelypursued?' Suchanewandeffectiveanti-genocidalist of them belong to street their potentials or counseling
approach asks question like "Why aren't there political groups of organizations, commonly know to care for their problems, it
the size and scope of Greenpeace organizing to end absolute as gangs or posses, wllere they builds more jails and passes
poverty('would hunger') or "with AIDS killing millions, mainly feel important have power. As more severe laws against
in Africa, why hasn't public opinion been mobilized in the US or gangsters, they have:respect in crime. Such acts prompt the
abroad to pass AIDS cure research and development financing the streets, they control youths' to commit crimes as a
ballot measures in the face of government stonewalls?" Not property or "turf," their status form of rebellion against an
because these strategies would be fruitless, nor because no one attracts members of the oppressive society. They are
thought of them. They, effectively and defending the rights to opposite sex, and they are role notafraidofgoingtojaileither;
advocate and pursue such approaches, must be explicitly high- models foryounger ki-ds looking the more time they spend in
lighted in protesting 500 years of genocide.
to escape an oppressive life.
prison, the more respect they
~
Jeffrey Holman (Cloudy)
Meanwhile, their parent's will receive on the streets once
Mr. Holman is a SocialACtivist in-New York - -are-soDUsY trying-to-survive they--are--released.. ....'Xmse
that they often do not find the- kids would do anythingthat
time to provide sufficient society is against to get
attention to theit children. revenge for social neglect.
Thus communication breaks It also makes them feel
down between them; the i m portan t, like they are
children think that their
parents don't care about them
and the parents think that
their children are ungrateful
To The Editor:
Rafael Olmeda's sniping at Baruch's library was both mean and evil-minded.
Finding no peace of mind at
spirited and misleading. It's a well established fact the Baruch
College Library boasts the largest collection among CUNY's horne, the ghetto crrildren are
senior colleges. While it's well known that the library lacks the increasingly spend.ing their
physical capacity to accommodate the entire college community, timein the streets. There, they
every effort has been made to meet students' demands. With an meet other troubled youths
ever shrinking budget, the library has managed to invest in whom they can relate to and
computers, increase it's on-line data base and recruit more who understand th em better
professional librarians (and students). In fact, I have never than anyone else. It is also
heard any of my fellow students complain about not finding there that they le-arn their
materials while doing research, instead, they usually whine social norms and val ues, albeit
the wrong ones. Ac cording to
about finding more information than they really need.
The interest of the entire college community would be best their reasoning, they would
served if Mr. Olmeda uses The Ticker asa medium to inform the rather promote themselves in
students of the state imposed budget cuts and also about the the streets than in the "real"
sacrifices made by the library for weathering this fiscal crisis. world whose challenges they
No other segment (department) of the college has done so much, are ill-prepared to face.
Although they don't realize
with so little.
Instead of going uptown, Mr. Olmeda should go over to Baruch's it, the ruined and abandoned
library to really begin his education and encourage others to do buildings, the illegal garbage
so. Hopefully, he will borrow a book and enlighten himself, dump sites, the filth on the
because as they say, a mind is a terrible thing to waste. I am sure sidewalks, the homeless and
he would not only benefit from the wealth ofinformation there, drug addicts, and the high level
of noise pollution in their
but would also save himself a train ride and a token.
,
Owen G. Grier neighborhood greatly affect
Editors Note: Mr. Olmeda's piece was written as satire. In these these children's perception
times offiscal duress, a little bit ofhumor can relieve some ofthe of reality. Seeing their
strain imposed upon us as students in these times. If Mr. Grier neighborhood negle:cted by the. '
government to such an extent
is unhappy, he shouldgo to the library a~ look up the word joke.
creates a hatred in their beart
for their environm-ent. Such

Kathryn Garcia
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The opinions expressed on t~e. Op-Ed pages are tho~e ~f the individual writers, and do not
necessarily represent the opmons of The TICker editonal staff. The TICker accepts only .
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of not more than 750 words from Baruch College
students. Publication of Op-Eds is contingent uP9n an editorial board vote. Lette-rs must be
no more than 350 words and signed. Names will be withheld upon request. Address aU
pieces to the Op-Ed Editor.
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finallybeing noticed by theworld.
As the conditions in the
inner-cities worsen, the youths
are increasinglybecoming noncompliant to social norms.
Their manners have neverbeen
more rude than they are now.
An alarming number of them
are having children while they
themselves are children.
School for them is now merely
a playground, where they

to
to
N

" ...youths see
elders as
obstacles in
their quest
fora
decent life,"
entertain themselves until
they drop out. The drug trade
to them seems more promising
than a career in Wall Street.
The leaders of America can
sweep the ghetto children
under tbe rug as much as they
wish, but the dust is piling
up and will even tually
contaminate the entire
nation. No matter how
powerful she is boasting to be,
America..i$_suffering from ~ _
dise&se-ofchild-negIect..which
is destroying its morality and
institutions. Further denial or
indifference on her part is only
accelerating her fall.
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Irreplaceable Ada.
..

By Kathryn

.

G~ia

Sitting in her former supervisor's
position Ada Perez feels she's on top of
the worldin the marketing department
of Baruch, where she never thought
she would be for ten years.
Perez started working in the departmentin 1982as an office assistant.
She had been attending Baruch
time and working, under the College
Work Study program, in the administrative computer center in the 24th
street building when she was informed
.that the CUNY was hiring office assistants so she applied and was hired by
Baruch.
"Working for the marketing department has been a rewarding experience," said Perez "mainly because of
the opportunity. of becoming supervisor," she added.
When the last supervisor, after' 20
years of service, retired two years ago,
there was no certainty that Perez was
going to be promoted but because ofher
"patience and the desire to stay with
the department and new administration." she kept the position of administrative assistant until her promotion.
The new administration of the department. consists- of Dr. Steven Schnaars,
chairperson and. the deputy chairs:"
Gloria Thomas, Gary Soldow and
Nermin Eyuboglu. According to Perez
it's a pleasure to be able to work with
them because "they make a good management team."
According to Perez, they often re·
mind her how "irreplaceable" she is
and how her work performance is "excellent." She states that it's because
she's "hardworking, intelligent and friendly." She's a very career minded
individual who has no problem dealing

fun-
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wi th stress.
"I'm responsible, courteous and
even when I have a heavy workload I.
always manage to keep calm," she·
added. For Perez the most important
thing in her workday is meeting deadlines.
A usual day for Perez consists of
coming in at 9 a.rn. to do her paper
work, go off to class sometime in the
afternoon and returning to the office
until 5:30 p.m. to help students who
storm the office with a fear of never
graduating, or getting the course that
they want or need. Sometimes Perez is
confused for a student and not the supervisor of the office because of her
youthful appearance and demure character.
Perez understands the students
fears because she herself is a student
and has been attending Baruch since
1986 on apart-time basis.. ..
"I feel more comfortable because I Ada,' SuperVisor of the 'Marketing Department
know they see me as one of them," she
. said. She often receives calls from cially if they are freshmen or sopho- studies from the Taylor Business InstiBaruch graduates whom at one point mores," she said "because they are into tute and an 18 week word processing
or another she had helped and also joining clubs, going out and they think course. Yet Perez doesn't plan to leave
developed friendships with which gives that's all there's to life," she added. As the marketing department until she
her a "sense of being well liked and to the professors, "I'm constantly re- acquires a master's degree which she
noticed and.appreciated for who I was .. mindingthemhow important it is for hopes to use to get into teaching college
opposed-to what I was doing," she ex- ' them to publish," she concluded.
le~el education "probahly-"asan ad- .
pressed.
Perez's main concern is to main- junct." Working in the marketing deStill today students come up to her tain the department, and keep it run- partment has influenced her to do s,o
with their academic and even Personal ning at its most efficient, effective and and she's even thinking of earning a
problems.
courteous manner. Perez reiterates Ph.D. so that she can become a profesAccording to Perez what she likes .the department professors claims that sor. She also hopes to open a word
the most about her job is the "chance to "it is the best run department in the processing business
interact with students and faculty." whole school."
"I'm very confident ofmy skills and
She likes to aid students into cornpletPerez only has two more semesters educational background in the field of
ingor continuing their education. She in order to receive her Bachelor's de- office and technology. I can probably
constantly reminds students how im-' greeinOfficeAdministrationandTech- pursue that and develop a good comportant an education is and how neces- nology aside from having already ac- pany of my own," said Perez.
sary it would be in the long run, "espe- quired a one year degree in secretarial
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rnent Analysis, to name a few.
, Javier in majoringin in~rn~-.
tional Relations' and some ·()f
his courses include Modern Political Theory and Introduction
to International Relations.
By Cindy N. Gonzalez
other exchange programs,
Both Carmen and JaVier
" I V l I E~ST
After .months of research; Baruch will offer scholarships exclaimed that their experi24.;.HOURQUAUTY·
hard work, dedication,and.· and incentive awards toquali- enees in Baruch so far have
persistence, Baruch College fying students. attending the been .going well. They would
and .Ibero American Univer- Mexican university.
recommend it to anyone 00si ty of Mexico has signed an
Students are required to cause.it is an opportunity that
agreement. The agreement is pay all other expenses: Stu- is rare for mariy. They have . .
the establishment ofa student dents of Baruch are cautioned enjoyed. so much , they wish
.exchange program between that even' though .they may they could stay lOllgert}lan the
Baruch students and Ibero stu- enrollinanyofferedc1ass,they . program allows. Baruch pro·
dents. Thisexchange program . will not receive credi~,;.:for· fessors received high praises
will allow Baruch Students to classes taken in their major. from the two at being excepattend classed and live in They are advised' to enlist in tiona11yskilledattheirjob. But
-'.
PEl 110 .
Mexico city for either .one or only Iiberal artscOUTseS.. Al- even though manythings about
PIUa GUAIAN1EED.fOR 2 YEARS
two semesters while Ibero stu- though at the present time, theschoolwerecomplitnented,
• Your Own Personal Telephone Number
dents attend classes and li ve there exist a void for Baruch the exchange students did find
• Always Complete Privacy
• No Need To Even Own A Phone
in New York for one semester. students at Ibero due to their fault with the fact that Baruch
• No Charge For Messages
Ibero American Univer- lack of promulgation, an error lacks friendship. My solution
• Caller Never Put On HOld
sity is a facility that offers that may be corrected as early to them was to do what everystudentschallenges andlearn- '. as nest semester... with your one else does, ... join a club!" .
.With Activation:
ing experiences. Baruch stu- participation.
A special thanks is given
Alerts You To Important Calls
dents interested in studying
So far Baruch has two to Maxine Fisher for making
MAIL SERVICE AVAIlABLE
abroad in Mexico City are re- Mexican students from !bero. us aware of the program and
212-420-8200
.Call Today For Delails .
quired to have a grade point Carmen Vega and Javier as Director of the Office of
average of 2.75 and three Gongora are the first exchange Study Abroad.
VMI East
.courses ofcollege level spanish students that have been incorIf you are interested in .
8538roadway • Suite 151 6
.New York, NY 10003
or anequi valent background. porated from the program. studying abroad, contact
._ ._"_
Students will continue to pay Carmen is majoring in finance. Maxine Fisher at (212) 44.7:,
Her
course
load
includes
Con3935
or
visit
her
officei
.'::-:';-.'.;';"-~;;:-~ji;:;;;;ii?:
their tuition at Baruch and
receive financial aide. As with sumer behavior and Invest- 542in the24thstreetbul
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If you have taken a course or

~
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have hada professor at Baruch
which you feel has taught you
more than what was written on _
a syllabus, The Ticker' would
like to give you an opportunity
to share that experience with
other students.
We would welcome a 50 to .
100 word essay describing the
course andl orprofessorstating
why you think others would
enhance their education at
Baruch by enrolling in it.
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The Fashion Corner

It's A Man's World,.Dress The Part
.

By Chanize Thorpe
A pin-striped becomes very bold, especially around the kips person.. I'm as competent as that's what my suit says tome.
any man and pretty soon Tll .Go out and buy.a suit for yourMen. We date ~ marry, feminine when worn With a and eyes.
.
The
whole
menswear
look
probably
be taking over the selves, ladies. This is your deand work with them. N ow ruffled shirt. A lingerie type
_~e'reg9ing~_~e_~Jjke~JlE::m!., body suit can take the hard can say so many things. Itsays world. And guess what? I'll cadeandyou'v~gottodressthe
Before you run out.to.buyjock 'e~e off the loo.k:-1fngene,~n, ,. 'TiTCs'sticcefssrut-de:te1 trrined~' --took good d:oing ittoo!~-At-least- --..part- -Y.ou go g1 rl! -..-._~_.- -.-_.
straps, BVD's, .or raid your make a suit look sexy, not
husband/lover/father
or flashy. If you are only wearing
brother's wardrobe, let me the pants of your suit, a good
clarify this. This is not the idea is to wear it with a manpower-dressing, hard look of tailored shirt and vest. I saw
the 80's. The objective here is a vest in a magazine and the
to dress ina menswear fashion
upper portion was sewn to
that has a decidedly feminine . resemble bra cups! I thought
touch. "I think the problem this was real cute because it
withmensweartrendsin the past said that the vest was actuwas that theysacrificedyoursenally created for a woman and
suality" said Donna Karan.
not something stolen out of a
Our focus today is on the man's closet.
pin stripe suits that are litterAs usual, accessories can
ing magazines and stores. I turn any drab outfitinto somethink these suits are classic thing special. Ties can provide
menswear. Sure, anyone can a nice touch as long as they are
throw on a jacket and tie and colorful and fun. I don'trecomcall it menswear, but doesn't mend wearing one if you are
the pin stripe suit really say it wearing ajacket.- That's overall? Although mainstream pin kill. Don't forget jewelry eistripe suits come in dark blue, ther.
But what about the
brown, grey and black, you shoes? Ifyou're like me, shoes
can break the norm by buying aretheonethingthatyo~never
suites that are yellow, Ted, have enough of. When you
purple and other lively colors. want flats, all your closet has
Designershave been showing to offer you is heels!
Menssuits with pants that are fit- wearis versatile whenit comes
ted to a woman's proportions. to choosing the right shoe. 'If
This is a good idea, but with you want to wear a heel it's
a slim jacket, a pair of wide- okay,justaslongasyou'renot
legged pants can also look wearing 12-inch stilettos! Fl~t
good. The key to pulling this shoes are also fine, but as In
off'as I said before, is feminin-'any outfit, you have to have
ity. You don't actually want to the right kind. A word to the
look like a man!
wise, don't wear sneakers or
Ifyou buy a two-piece suit ballet type shoes. It's too ugly .you've got tbree potential outfits . to even discuss!
waiting to happen. You can
Hair and makeup are t.wo
take thejacketand pairit with essentials that balance the lin~
a skirt, you can wear the pants between masculinity and fem~
with a different shirt and ninity in menswear. Thebair
accesorize it with suspenders, has to be soft,' sexy, and
tie ora vest. Or, you can just controlled. Slicking your hair
wear the suit as is. Think ofit- back with a ton ofgel-is not the
you eanwear your suit every look we'relookingfor. It looks Chanlz.Thorpe
weekandm~eitlOok1ikenew! too brash. Make.up should be
,
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The Muslim Student Association
. By Shameek Supreme. Allah

mately 52% ofthe POpulation.is Muslim,"
The Baruch M.SA chapter keeps
regular contact wi thits national headquarters to make sure that it stays in
touch with the latest developments in
this growing organization.
With the Muslim Student Association on the scene, Baruch College can
be sure that the Muslim perspective .

On other occasions serious discussions
are held on an important Muslim individual or a current event that is relevant to the Muslim world.
For example, on November 5,· the
M.S.A is having.a major presentation
. on the civil war inBosnia, "The situation in that country isilnportant to all
Muslims," Q~~S;8i~~since approxi-

A Muslim organization has once
again been fonned in Baruch- College
for all students to eqjoy a brotherhood
of peace and spiritual guidance. The
Muslim StudentsAssociation began the
school year with the aim efletting students know that Islam is on the rise in
America and needs representation
wherever it is found.
.
The M.S.A is actually a national
organization with chaptersincampuses
from coast to coast, including most .
CUNY colleges. There was achapter
founded at. Baruch in 1981,
but its
.
founder, NasisSheikh, died of'an heart
attack two years after forming the club.
The M.S.A. dissolved after his death.
In the Spring semester of 1992,
Noman Qadir decided 00 restart the
club, Although the organization did
not officially exist until this semester,
9adir and his companions at that time
were promoting the organization and
uniting th~--Muslim students. As a
concerned student, it is his aim to represent Muslims as best as he can in the
school. "The Christians and the Jews
have their organizations on campus to
represent. them," Qadir argues. "Now
it is time for Muslims to have a voice
and make their presence felt."
Wi th a membership of 55 students
of various national and ethnic backgrounds, the M.S.A's agenda ranges
from religion to politics. A meeting
starts with a Holy Qur'an recitation to
keep its members in touch with their
faith. Then the president turns to a
contemporary issue that affects the Islamic community on campus, in the
country, or around the world. At times, Members of the Muslim Student AssociatIOn
movies on Islamic subjects are shown.

..

.Fun, Games, Excitement atthe ChibFair

will be heard loud and clear in all decisions affectirigits students, said Qadir.
Like the enterprising vigor of Prophet
Muhammad (may Allah's peace and
blessings be upon him), the club members will not rest until all Muslim students proudly declare "Allahu Akbar!
(God is the Greatest)," as they walk
.through the halls of Baruch College.

,
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Wat~.hQ~t
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By Kathryn Garcia
This year's Club Fair sponsored by
the Student Center Activities Center
offered five prizes, the first one consisting of a pizza party, for the clubs who
best represented the theme, City ViSIons.
Although this year club participation was low the booths the dubs prepared were more active and involved
for students. Ad Society's kissing booth
sure attracted a lot of attention from
students for it's uniquenesscf actually
having to go .behind a curtain in order
to receive a kiss (a Hershey's kiss) and
if you answered twoadveTtising slo- gans correctly you received a· rniniatureTroll. "Ithadme curious, I wanted
to know what was inside," said Wanda
Lesta who 'spent ten minutes behind
the curtains, guess she hada hard time
getting a kiss.
.
It is without saying that thebooth
created by American Marketing Asso-

.

For the 13th year, Baruch's Caribbean Students Association is trekking
over to SUNY Binghamton University,
from Nov. 20-22, for a weekend of cultural festivities.
It's been a tradition for CUNY,
I
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SUNY and private West Indian clubs
from various NewYork Collegestojourney upstate for a carnival weekend
sponsored by Binghamton's different
Caribbean organizations. It is an opportunityfor those who attend the trip
to network, meet new people, learn
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TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

C

Even if you're not counrrng the yean to
reti~ment. 'you can count on TIM·CREF
to help you build the future you deservewith Flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans. dO diverse ponfolio ofinves~"
mern choices. and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education and
research put TI AA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
.Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA'CREF working on
your side.
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"I think it's [Club Fair] great," said
. A few other clubs were original
-Lei
dy
Cenices a fresllman--pr.esen-t-at ..
with their prizes, the Intel val sity€hris--tian Fellowship were distribu ting clas- fair. ~I thought it was going to be boring
sic cartoon videos and children's but when I entered I was like oh my
God," she exul ted "I've won sneakers
. puzzles.
Along the lobby Bio-Med Society, and a lot of candy."
.' "Club Fair is like a release between
whom according to Leslyn Lewis "Not
many people know about,", hadagame midterms," said Lisa McInnis as for
ofoperations going on and were giving Cenices she enjoyed this event"Because
out candies and pamphlets on cancer, it brings all the students together."
As far as the winners are concerned
AIDS, cavities.
there's
still no decision but that of a tie
.They decided to participate this year
to let the students know they existed. between A.MA. and Ad Society for the
"Because Baruch is a business college first prize. A.M.A. for being huge and
most of the students are' into other Ad Society for being "cute and clever"
._.- clubsand weare about science.Tadded said Dee Potter, the coordinator ofthe
Fair.
Lewis.
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parade of costumes which is usually
reservedfor Caribbean Week's cultural
night in April.
All those interested are encouraged to
attend a general meeting to discuss the
itinerary on Thursday, Oct. 29 in room 407
(student center) during chili hours.
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Campus Awareness Week
Has Arrived!!!

COMIC MANIA
and
SPORTSlj
WORLD I

STICK WITH us FORTHE BEST
MARVEL OMICS OLD AND NEW

IRONlCALL~THE

a n ·t afford to save for retirement?
Th~truth is. YOU can't afford not to.
Not- when you 'realize that your ret irerne-nt
. can last :to to 3() years or more. You·1I want
to live at least·as"comfo~tablv then as vou
do now. And that takes plan~ing.
.
By staning to save now. you can take
advantage of tax·deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set as.i~ just $100 each
mont h beginniJ18 at ~ 30 and you can
accumulate over $J92.539· by the time
you reach ~ 65- But wait ten years and
you']] have to budFl S227each month
to reach the same gOal.
.
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about the Caribbean culture and have
fun. This year's events include a variety show, fashion show, luncheon, and
parties. And, this year Baruch's Caribbean Students Association and West
Indian Cultural Club plan to participate in the day show by performingthe
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MaRthe NYU Summer
.partof·JOW yearofOUDd plan.
CaD ustodaytolUree at

If you have any questions, please contact
Dean Aaron at (212)447-3500
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Chrisoula Papoutsakisat (718)728-3905.
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in the lobby of
155 East 24th Street,
October 26th through October 29th,
between the hours of
10:30 a.m, and '6:00 p.m.
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ciation (AMA) was huge and bright
even though it-had been, disPlayed in.
the student center since the beginning .
of the week. According "to Guss
Theodosiadis, a member-ofAM..A.ev.
.
,
erybody was. a winner in their Three
Card Monty game, whom he and-another girl came up with becauseitbest.
represented the theme oftbe Club Fair
"It's [the game] all over New York City,· " .
he said. Their prizes consisted of giv- '.
ing outkeychains
condoms
in
it
.
. .with
..
..
.
.
... , ..
and buttons that advocating safe sex; .
. Then again, they werenot theon1y.~;~
ones pushing safe sex'. Asian Students .',.
Association had a box full of cond~s.
They asked you questions and depending upon your answer you received a
certain amount ofcondoms. "Wewanted.
to be original," said LOuis Wang.··However, Wal ter Christian seemed very
happy as.he walked around the Stu-:
dent Center saying "1 won 35 cents and
a condom!"
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Binghamton, Baruch is on it's Way!

By Liza Colon
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Floppy Disk

+

Zentek is proud to have served
more than 80,000 customers
nationwide for over five years.
Now we are offering students
and faculty a chance to purchase
our brand name computers and
computer hardware at wholesale
pnces.
Ifyou order now, you can buy a
Zentek system at tile same pnce
that retail stores pay. That means
savings of from $100 to $500, or
you could resell the system fora
profit
.
You'll find that Zentek's prices
are extremely competitive, and our
systems are completely reliable.
And we ship all phone and fax.
. .
orders within 24houts.
Ifthere is ever a problern with a····
system:, we-offer a 30 day money- -.
back guarantee, and a one year
warranty on parts and labor.
For hi~ quality & ~ service
at affordable pnces, call or visit
Zentek's showroom/factory, and
mention this ad.
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FREE MOVSE

•
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Monochrome System

Motherboard With CPU
•
+

+

•
•
. •
•

+

/

•

•

ZENTE K 386DX-40Mhz
'64K Ultra-fast Cache Memory ._.

•

486DX-33Mhz CPU
64K Ultra-fast Cache Memory

•
•

1.2 MB: ~.25- F10ppy Drtve
1.44 MB 3.S- F10ppy Drtve

$55
$57

256 Kilobyte SIMM - 70ns
One Megabyte SlMM - 70ns
Four Megabyte SlMM ~ 70ns

~11
35
$119

.
+ Socket for In tel or Weitek MathSocket for Intel or Weltek MathDisplay Monitor
Coprocessor
Coprocessor
+
2
Megabytes
of
high
speed
70ns
RAM
•
1 Megabyte of high speed 70ns RAM
• 12- Amber Monochrome Monitor
+ 89 Megabyt~ ISms IDE hard drive
• 14"SVGA 1024x768 (O.39mm)
•
42 Megabyte 28ms IDE hard drive
• 14" SVGA 1024x768 (O.28mm)
"
• Compact
1.2MB 5.25"
Of 1.44MB
3.5" Tower
Ooppy-dnve--~---~~~=:t~~~~~=~~-~H~~~~~~~rm----$iii-tf-I--+~~~';~~J--{~~::-::-;+--l+ 14- SVGA 1024x~
•.
Desktop
or Mini
case
+ Compact Desktop or Mini Tower case
with 200 Watt power supply
with 200 Watt power supply
Video Adapter
+ Super IDE-IOcontroUer with 2 Serial.
• Super IDE-IO controller with 2 Serial
1 Parallel & 1 Game Ports
I Parallel & 1 Game Ports
• Aalmos 16 bit VGA w/256K
~33
53
+ 101 Key Enhanced keyboard
• Tr1dent 16 bit SuperVGA w/S12K
•
101 Key Enhanced keyboard
75
+
Eight
expansion
slots
•
Tr1dent
16
bitSuperVGA
wIlMS
• Eight expansion slots .

-

•

FCC Class "8-

•

FREE MOVSE

•

FCC Class '"8"

+ FREE MOUSE

$699

'

Monochrome System

EmiD
$1149

(wi monochrome moftitor)

$875

Super VGA System

$1349

(wit MB 16 bit SVGA ard

& 14" SVGA monitor)

We Specialize in: Repairs. Maintenance, Networking, Upgrades, & Installation

ZENTEK·

319
469
579

•

(wJ!512K 18 bit SlGA card
& , .... SVGA monlt«)

3670-12 W. Oceanside Road
Oceanside,NY 11572

•"

179
249

Memory Module

ZENTEK 486DX-33Mhz

+
+

(wi monochrome monitor)

The Deep Discount
Computer Factory

1·29
139
199
579
629
759
699
949

Fioppy Drive

Super VGA System

ZENTEK

486DX2~50Mhz 256K. AMI BIOS
486DX2-66Mhz 256K. AMI BIOS

•. 42MB IDE 28ms HD
• 89MB IDE 15msHD
+ 106M$IBE Isms HD .
+ 130MB IDE 16ms-HD
+ 210MB IDE 16ms HD
• 245MB IDE 15ms HD

$795

(wI512K 18 bit SVGA card

386SX-25Mhz.AMl BIOS
386SX-33MhZ. AMIBlOS
386DX-40Mhz64K..AMI BIOS
486DX-33Mhz 64K. AMI BIOS
486DX-33Mhz 256K. AMI BIOS
486DX-50Mhz 256K. AMI BIOS

Hard Disk

Monochrome System

& 14'" SVGA monitor)

$65.

UPGRADES

$650

(wi monochrome monitor)

Super VGA System

•

$45

We· CUlT Mon ThaD 400 DIfferent

•

•
•

•

+

Prefonaatte4
N/A
N/A

$22/100pcs
$35/100pcs
$3S/100pcs
$55/100pcs

. TJpea of PdDter·RlbbOaa .'.

•. 386DX-4~cPu'

Socket for Intel or Weitek MathCoprocessor
1 Megabyte of high speed 70ns RAM
42 Megabyte 28ms IDE hard dr1ve
1.2MB 5:25·' ori:"44MB"3:5-1hJppy dJJ\ie
Compact Desktop or Mini Tower case
with 200 Watt power supply
Super 10£010 controller with 2 Serial
1 Parallel &: 1 Game Ports
101 Key Enhanced keyboard
Eight expansion slots
FCC Class "B"

•

DSDP
DSHD
DSDD
DSHD.

Printer Ribbon

ZENTEK 3865X-33Mhz
. , 386SX-33Kbz CPU
. • 33% faster than 386SX-25 CPU

Balk Rate

5.25
+ 5.25
. +3.5
+'3.5

ORDER LINE: 516-678-2065
TECH SUPPORT ICUSTOMER SERVICE: (516) 671-2079
FAX ORDER: (516)671-2558

KEY #: PBR

HOURS: MONDAY-SATURDAY 9:00AM-6:00PM EST

.\

•

•

Zentek 2400
Zentek 2400
Zentek 9600
Zentek 9600

•
+

Zentek 9600/2400 FAX/Modem

+

+
+

+

BPS Internal
BPS External
BPS Internal
BPS External
GVC 9600 BPS Internal

GVC 9600 BPS- External

.Em!lD
Arlee 3-button serial mouse

®

~49

239
r~~
262

264
$79
$15

Software

teRMS:
• VISA. Me. COD. C85h, CcrtifJedChcc:k
• $4.00 charge for COD orders
• New Yon saJcstax is appliQllic
• 30 Day money back guarantee
• One year warranty on p8r1s and labor
• Shipped within 24·holn
.
• Prici~ is subject to ~e without taice

•

+

Windows 3.1 (OEM)
DOS S.O (OEM)

$49

$45

can

And
Much More••• Please
(NetWQl'k Cuda. PriDten. seenn... CD-ROM.
.

.Aec••• ~ etc.)

.

... -' .- ...,-.-_.. , '...-T-llTDRIN~G . . '.-,-- . -, -.--.
If you need help in coll, Algebra- Precalc- Calculus- Stats- ProbabilityFinite & Discrete Math-Physics- Chemistry- French-Span- GermanLearn in 1 session (1 on 1). At. least double ortriple speed with Span Comm. Corres. & export proced- GMAT & GRE prep- I offer prof. 1
increased comprehension. Bob718-383-4769, leave message. one-on-one tutoring-$15/hr- Call Ray Bacchus (718) 493-6942 after I
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 4p.m.
I

***** SPEED READ ******

;,

STUDENTS or ORGANIZATIONS.
Promote our Florida Spring Break .packages. Earn MONEY
and FREE trips. Organize SMALL or LARGE groups. Call
: Campus Marketing. 800-423-5264

T'lEAST H£
UAS NICE I-IAlQ

Tfioucrll l

,

'.

I

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
'

: EamFREETRIPSandtheHIGHESTCOMMISSIONS~ Cancun,
, Daytona, & Jamaica from $159. Call Take A Break Student
Travel today! (800) 32-TRAVEL

VALUABLE INTERNSHIP
.OPPO,RTUNITY!
For Student Preparing for Career in Advertising
i
1 or 2 Students Mon and/or Wed Oct. - Dec. 1992 10-4PM
i Prepare yourself for an advertising career working 10r 2. days
a week as a non-paid intern in lively small ad agency on 5th
Ave. & 20th st., NYC. Work as a direct assistant to busy
Preaident.. Good typing.. skill.s and. excellent phone manner
required. You learn agency rnetnods, procedures &Jermin9Iogy,
client relationships, mediaresearch marketing planning,working
withartists and copywriters, etc.You'll receive help in planning·
your job hunt strategy and a working credit.on your resume
( I ,~vrn hi. mix .. v· I
Spring &. Summer, 1993)

I

Ph~ne-tQda~! ~~~ :~NLlMITED 929-4299

BETA GAMMA
SIGMA
APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP IN BETA GAMMA
SIGMA, THE NATIONAL BUSINESS HONOR SOCIETY
ARE AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS, 46
EAST 26TH STREET:

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
(BBA Majors)

ROOM 902 .
9:00 - 6:30 M-TH
9:00 - 4:45 F

ROOM 910
9:00 - 6:00 M~TH
9:00 - 5:00 F

GRADUATE STUDENTS
(MBA, MS, MPA)

ROOM 929
8:30 - 4:30 DAILY

DOCTORAL STUDENTS

AP.PLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE ABOVE
LOCATIONS OR ROOM 905 ~ 46 EAST·26TH STREET, NO
LATER THAN NOVEMBER 6, 1992.
•
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The Good Girls
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Just' Call Me
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Motown Records
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0

0

By Roberta Ransaw

Record. Reviews
Moodswings

Aloodfood

.

Arista Records Inc.

By Danny Gesslein

,
You have now been able to experiencea wide range ofemotions and have
achieved a higher state of consciousness. No, you do not have a bottle of
Absolut in your hand! Rather, you
have a copy of Moodswings' debut
album, Moodfood, on the cn. player.
Yes it's true. There are still some
musicians left who actually want to try
something completely different. The
group opts for, dare I say it, originality.
My gosh, how odd.
Moodswirigs does not bow down
before the altar of Top 40 Radio and
being conventional is not the band's
style. It took Moonswings five years to
make this album. This is rather unusual to say the least. They were only
one year shy of Boston's record of finishing Third Stage. Of course Boston
was an established band at the time.
Moodfood is a debut of ,r elatively unknowns.
- Grant. Showbiz. produced s.~Y~ra)
groups including TheSIDiths. J.F.T.
Hood was a drummer for The Pretenders and the final days- of the Smiths.
Although they had a weak background,

l$<

GeffenlReunion Records

By Danny Gesslein

-.

.

The W in Michael W. Smith's name
probably stands for "Wanna-be".
The Nashville native is the latest
pioneerofWKRAPradio. Haven'theard
of'hirn? Oh yes, you have. Just listen to
any new "hot" artist that has a hit for
two weeks. Yes, those terrible period
singers that are only popular during
their time. Smith has about as much
talent to carry him through the years
as the Bee Gees did.
What exactly is Smith's style? Glad
you asked. To be honest he has none.
The man has the unshaven beard of
George Michael and is about as talented. He has the ear for music that
the New Kids On the Block have.
How about his voice? Would you
believe he sounds like the lead singer
from Kool n' The Gang? He sounds like
he's more interestedin dancing around,
than what he's singing about. The
worst is on "Somewhere Somehow." He
does a Johnny O. impersonation. rd
rather have hot coals placed on my
crotch instead offinishing this album.
I know whatyou're thinking. You're
probably thinking that" I'm just being
mean and that this album can't be that
bad. How wrong you are! If you go out
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the two were allowed a deadline free
project. The result? Pure magic.
The album is a work of art. The
group blends several musical numbers
with some soft and powerful vocal ones.
The musical styles ranges from the
powerful guitar work of "Skinthieves"
to the Churchliness sounds of "Spiritual High."
M()(Jdfood has a central theme:
encompass as many different moods
and styles as possible. The main thread of this album is the musical tract from
"Spiritual High." This is like "A New
Machine" from Pink Floyd's A Momen·
tary Lapse of Reason. This tune gives
the album a central point which connects all the different styles.
Moodswings is the E.L.O. of the
1990's. For those who don't know who
E.L.O. is, hide your ignorant heads in
shame. Using the standard rock equipment, the group is able to bend and
create new sounds that are as diverse
as they are excellent.
. . "Rainsong" is aslowsweet melody.
"Skintheives" is a hard guitar, high
keyboard, loud drums tract. The guitar
solo was perfonned by none other than
the legendary Jeff Beck.
"Spiritual High" is a Gothic blast
into the imagination. The song is in
fact _~hr~~ ~()Ilg~ in one; similar to the
"Golden Slumbers" -mei~dy the'
BeatIe's Abby Road album. The first
part is composed simply of soothing
music and choir-like vocals. "Part II" is

on

e
th
and by this sad excuse for music, you'll
MiChaeI w:. SIDI begging for my forgiveness for doubt-

Change Your World

-:0: ~ ~ :~ .~

"Hello, we've been gone for some time and we've
really missed you. We hope you'll like...some doodoo."
Thanks for the warning! This whole album is just
that, doo-doo,
Welcome to the world of The -Good Girls. After
their debut album WlFor Your Love), crashed arid
burnedin thefall ofl99()-, these youngladies are back
again. My only question is...Why?
The trio's album, Just Call Me, is a painful
reminder of what a little T&A, with some amount of
attractiveness, can get you a recording contract. Do
you remember Vanity 6:7 Apollonia 6 and the Mary
-Jane Girls? Well they too, are headed in that same

Ing~·"CrossofGold'" Smith asks the

question, "What is it you're trying to
say?" My response is that your voice is
as soothing as a boiling enema.
Through the horrible dance tracts
and love songs Smith decides to be
socially conscious. Don't laugh. On
"Color Blind," he sings about racism.
Sounds like a noble effort, until you
actually hear it. Between the racing
soundtrack and the mumbling lyrics
you have no idea what the song is
about. I haven't heard a good idea
turned into garbage since Michael
Jackson's "Black or White."
"I Wanna Tell the World", that
Smith is really bad. I haven't heard
such recycled refuse si nee Vanilla Ice
appeared on the scene. Typical, redundant, boring and just plain awful, are
the words that spring to mind when
listening to the better songs of this
album. Smith sounds like he should
star on Fox's "The Heights". That was
not a compliment.
What could be said about Michael
"wanna-be"Smith? Nothing that could
get by the censors. SInith makes you
want to go out and find the person who'
actually gave him a !ecord deal. For it
is painfully obvious that the person
had completely lost their sanity. No
one in their right mind could have possibly signed this no talent on for one
album~letalone two. Then again Marky
-Mark hasn't been arrested in the name
of decency, so I could be WTong.

~.

direction.
So what is it about this album (and the group)
that makes it. so bad? O.k., let's. start with the most
important part, the vocals. Ifyou consider high pitch
whining mixed together with some "Oh baby's" then
this album just may be for you. However, don't blame
mewhenyeur ears start to bleed after you've listen te
this "doc-doe" piece.
Still not convinced? Let's critique the music. The
music sounds' like a bad version of a Teddy Riley
production. Each song is heavily mixed with over- .
done synthesized noise, Which works well for the
Good Girls, because it disguises their' voices.
The lyrics? ·Come on, if they and their wonderful
creators at MotOwn couldn't come up with original;;.---~_..- ~~
music, what makes you think they woul
with origi nallyrics!
-...~ r
al emo version 0
nly
However, I must admit that there are tw
songs from. this album. "Since I FellFor You';:has
Time Will Tell" starts..off ~th Ten Ci~y's vibrant
ID1 of the -old Motown- soul, which makes this' track vocals, thenhits.you with a fat beat. The'ear-catching
rhythm even catches .yoUr 'soul. The lively .music
totally different than anything else on Just Call
The other, is "Nothing", which is no big thing, but flows as the lead singer asks, "Is it love? . Only time
sounds like it could be a contender next to a Paula will tell." The crisp chorus and booming beat are
definite crowd and club.pleasersfespecially for house
Abdul song.
IfJoyce Tolbert, DeMonica Santiago and Shireen music lovers like myself), In fact, this was a popular
Crutchfield, should happen to call you through the club hit a while back, that always brought party goers
airwaves. just change the station.
.
to their feet.
The thumping bass line tops off the extended "In
Time Somewhere Mix;". Although the pace slows
down slightly, the original slammin' beat livens this
-:-;.
fuller production. The funky fusion really makes you
move.
-»
The B-side remixes of~Only Time Will Tell" take
*. a turn for the worse. The techno touch (or tragedy) on
.:::the "Obgyn Mix" and "Mobgyn Dub".is a wrong move!
;:::
Banging beats and thrashing sounds are haunting.
-:-:The manufactured sound factory of confusion that
.::;,.
produced this noise is repetitive and ridiculous (can
*.
·syou tell that I'm not a techno-house fanatic?). Anyway, stick to the original and extended mixes of this
?'
cut,
to really appreciate the cool vibes.
,-:;.-:;;
Ten City comes offon their production of this track.
-:0:
Although the hype around this cut has died down.a bit, it
-l;:only gets better with time. If you have not already, take
.*,
-» time out for this dope demo.
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Receive a Spiritual high with tvtoo ds ood
.

.

a little faster, with The Pretenders'.
The songs roll into one another
Chrissie Hynde as guest vocalist and with ease, Obviously the five years was
an accompanying choir. The songleads worth it. This method of continuous
parts one and two together into the flowing songs is comparable only to.
final__~.on. This time, however, Dr. Pink Floyd's Dark Side ofthe Moon.
Martin Luther Kmg
-voice·-n.ngs· -' '.- . ·:FOitnoSeory~u-w1i().prOC1~~-rgnoout. Dr. King's "I Have a Dream" speech ranee ofwhat I have just said, go buy a
is placed into- the song. His words are copy of Moodfood and find out what
re-introduced for the next generation. music is all about.
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By this time you'll have a one track mind, beats,
beats and mo' beats.. Give 'em up! Diamond aims to
please and so does _Sally. "Sally Got A One Track
Mind" just like the rest of us. This track has a bass
line that is sure to be heard shortly everywhere from
clubs tojeeps to radios on the streets. With just the
right amount ofdistortion applied to the fretless bass
sound, it has the ability to vibrate your. woofers
without bottoming them out. Right when your tweeters are starting to get lonely, in comes the caressing
flute and soothing horns to the rescue. Kick in some
jazzy snare and a steady four hi-hat patterns accent- .
Yo! Peep it! B-SIDEhas the best kept secret. What's ing the dry kick drum and you'll have hip hop dance
-the secret? I'll tell you, but you'll have to promise DQt to floor magic. The never faltering lyncS-telfa ClasSic
keep it. Diamond and 'I1Ie Psychotic NelD'Otics are hip hop tale about a gold digger. 'Nuffsaid.
pumpin' old school style from the boogie dOwn Bronx on
For those ofyou who love the old school freestyle
Chernistry,Ltd/Mercury(fonnerlyPWLAmerimRecords) rap, Diamond has included a-crisptrack just foryou,
Records. The nameofthe·albwn is Stunts, Blunts & Hip "Freestyle." Co-produced with The Large Professor
Hop. The CD has 23 tracks (more than enough for the (previously ofMain Source), this cut has beenlooped
averageHipHopjunkie)J;hataddsupt(tunder70Jninute~with that feeling of a OJ spinning back a breakbeat.
ofbeats. 'Ihatfactinitselfmakes this CD a bargain!
The track-mainly consists ora snare drum, a hi-hat
Ifyou're a fan oftrue old school Hip Hpp, then you loop with a prOgrammed 808 kick pattern and'one
probablyrememberDiamondastheDJforJazzyJay measure of live guitar. Every once in a whIle a
back in th~ day. Diamond has been producing tracks sampled sax steps in to accent the laid back groove.
for other groups such as Showbiz & AG and Lord The lyric flow is strictly freestyle and Diamond is iIi his
Finesse and even rapped on the track, "Show Busi- element in thistypeofenvironrnent. Thiscutisdefinitely
neSs" by A Trl6e CiilIecrQuest-:-Now-ne-tsldekirrhis -- an6minee for the jeep bump or trunk. of funk music
own flavor for the masses with the help of some ofhis categoI:y.
.
- .
friends (Showbiz, Lakirn Shabazz, Jazzy Jay, OJ
Ifthe smoothed out Jazz style is more your tlavor
MarkThe 45 King, TheLarge Professorand Q-Tip) as
-co-producers. " _
. . . .__ .
.
Let's begin with the first single' off the album,
"Best Kept secret." .Take a cup of fat drum beats, 'a
pinch ofrenegade distorted-guitar ~d ~th it out
with a spoonful of wooden flu~. What do you have?
The ~J{eptSecrerTecipe for..a·millj~kJ Just .
to make it
thick throw in sOlne good old faS1OOn,
stutter-free, non:.triplic:ating bnt~d<i.1Yri~
'. This
sort ofreminds me o£those s\UDiner pirk'
parties around the city, where the rappers would
battle and the audi~nee were actually able to understand what the rqpera were ~ying;. ~ the tirile-~'·
you're finish listening to this ~k you'll be itching to
hear the rest ofwhat Diamond has to offer and can't
wait too l()ng to hear it:- 'Can yousay~ DS1YIJ
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there is a taste of that for you on this CD by the name
of"K.I.S.S. (Keep It Simple Stupid)." "K.LS.S." is coproduced by none other than Q-Tip ofA Tribe Called
Quest. The bass line is similar to that of "Dwyk" by
Gang Starr. Come to think of it, the whole track
reminds me of"Dwyk." No wonder I like it so much.
When you add the intricately syncopated two measures of snare brush hits and cymbal hits and hi-hat
taps the cut comes alive. The lyrics are straight
bravado oriented and never do-you feel as though you
have heard these lines before; the mark of a truly
talented freestyler. Simple,.yet effective this track
fulfills its title and has definite blowup potential.
- Vsuany~-"I have-a-probtem--picking-a- few good
songs off a CD, however, this is one album where I
was hard pressed to find tracks that weren't good
enough to be given the-spotlight. This CD comes in
like a two headed lion. It roars on the way in and it
roars it's way out with no crap in-between. Any given
track on Stunts, Blunts & Hip Hop is sure to get a .
chance at reaching the coveted progrilmrned.to constantly repeat status.
Stunts, Blunts & Hip Hop is (I Bta~t in today's
Hip Hop climate where -everyone is trying to go
mainstream in some shape or fonn.This CD brings
light to the true art of Hip Hop as it once was and
where it needs to return -to. Maybe it will take a
veteran like Diamond to ignite the flame of future
torch carriers of the art.
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-Eas,t Coast Family·
.Youssou N'dour
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-More records and movie reviews
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A Reminder from D.S.S.G. and The Ticker
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Day

S~s~~oJ;l~.tudentGovernment

& The Ticker

UrgesYou to demand change and

SHAPE YOUR FUTUREI ! !

